
What’s Your Dosha?
A Laura Plumb Awakening Radiance Quiz

Knowing your Dosha can help you better understand yourself. It can 
provide you with a better understanding of the types of food and activity 
that are best for you as well as help you manage the effects of the seasons 
and life stages on your physical and emotional well-being. To take the quiz, 
simply select the comment that best represents you at this time. Then 
note how many A’s, B’s and C’s you have chosen!

Skin
A. Is your skin usually dry?
B. Is it prone to redness, break-outs, or rashes?
C. Is it milky, thick, moist, with large pores?

Sleep
A. Are you challenged in falling asleep at night, 
restless, worried, even occasionally insomniac?
B. Do you sleep easily, wake up easily,  but 
sometimes rouse in the middle of night? 
C. Do you “sleep like a log” and wake up 
slowly in the mornings?

Digestive Fire
A. Do you sensitive digestion, with occasional constipation, bloating or gas?
B. Is your appetite regular and strong, but you can be irritable if you don’t eat?
C. Is your appetite sluggish, and your metabolism slow?

Did you know?
Your Dosha was determined at the 
time of your birth! Age, habits, seasons, 
even weather, can impact our balance. 
But Ayurveda can help you reclaim 
that divinely inspired feeling of wellness!



Hair
A. Do you have curly, dry, or frizzy hair?
B. Is your hair gray, thinning, or bald? Or is it straight, fine, fair?
C. Is your hair coarse, full, wavy and/or oily?

Temperament
A. Are you enthusiastic, imaginative, curious, and a quick learner who 
sometimes feels scattered, overwhelmed or “space-y”?
B. Are you passionate, persuasive, courageous, strong and warm, but 
sometimes impatient, irritable or jealous?
C. Would people describe you as calm, loyal, forgiving, nurturing, responsible,
but sometimes you feel lethargic or melancholy?

Stressed
A. When stressed, do you have a tendency to lose weight, get restless, feel
anxious, or nauseous, or forget to eat?
B. When stressed, do you develop redness or rashes, feel angry or frustrated? 
Even hypertension, migraine headaches, acid reflux or ulcers?
C. When stressed, do you over-sleep, over-eat, gain weight, experience water 
retention, feel lazy or even depressed?

Mind
A. Is your mind active, creative, inventive, even intuitive?
B. Are you clear, focused, incisive, and determined?
C. Are you patient, steady, generally content, with a strong faith?



Senses
A. Are you sensitive to sound? Or the energy of a place or person?
B. Are you visual person? Do you see before you hear, smell, feel.  
C. Are you the first to notice the aroma of food, flowers, fragrances?

Self
A. Do you self-identify as artistic, intellectual, or perceptive?
B. Do you consider yourself to have good willpower and leadership qualities?
C. Do you take pride in your loyalty to family, friends, alma mater,
hometown?

Physical 
A. Are you light, with thin frame?
B. Are you athletically built or muscular?
C. Are you curvaceous, or well-built?

Bonus
A. Do you have joint pain?
B. Do you wear glasses?
C. Do you have seasonal allergies?

What’s Your Dosha?
1. Simply tally your choices: How many A’s, B’s and C’s did you select? 
2. While you were taking this quiz, I’ve sent you an email to explain the results 
of your tally. Be sure to check your inbox to discover what constitution you are.
3. Visit my website or my blog to learn how to work with your Dosha for 
optimal health!

Be Dosha Wise!
The food choices you make as well as 
the types of activity you choose can 
either balance you or can create that 
feeling that something is not quite right. 
Being Dosha Wise empowers you to 
make the best choices for you!

http://www.lauraplumb.com
https://food-alovestory.com

